OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

**Panelists & Speakers**

**DAY ONE**

**WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17TH FROM 8AM-1PM**

**PANEL TOPICS**

**EQUITY IN HEALTH, EDUCATION AND FUNDERS: SERVICE DELIVERY**

The global pandemic has further exacerbated disparities in Health, Education, and Pathways to Economic Mobility for many individuals and families from lower socioeconomic communities. How do we uplift our communities going forward?

**PATHWAYS TO ECONOMIC MOBILITY: INNOVATIVE TRENDS, OBSERVATIONS, AND STRATEGIES**

Social innovation and entrepreneurship through impactful community opportunities provide innovative support to individuals through case management and cultivating resiliency.

**YOUTH PATHWAYS TO ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY THROUGH EDUCATION, POST-SECONDARY OPTIONS, AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

Pathways to economic independence through education, training, workforce opportunities, and entrepreneurship. Keeping our youth on the Path to Success through positive Youth Development and Resiliency Measures.

**DAY TWO**

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 18TH FROM 8AM-5PM**

**PANEL TOPICS**

**TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS**

The pandemic further illuminated a shift in the traditional workforce such as remote work. With emerging trends in technology, what considerations and concessions should businesses reflect on to attract and retain talent, and fill vacancies?

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM**

Florida has the 3rd largest state prison system in the country. What strategies and policies at the federal and state levels can we incorporate in conjunction with local law enforcement to address criminal justice reform, and help transition our returning citizens into productive members of society?

**THE SEQUENCE - EDUCATION TO EMPLOYMENT HOW IS OUR CURRENT K-12 EDUCATION SYSTEM PREPARING OUR YOUTH FOR FUTURE EMPLOYMENT AND CAREERS?**

As post-secondary education and training opportunities continue to expand, we will explore steps & strategies to promote attainment of industry recognized credentials and advancement along meaningful career pathways that meet both the skill needs of employers, and lead to family sustaining jobs or entrepreneurship.

**ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

With the rise of remote work and the gig economy, especially in response to COVID-19, we will highlight new industry pathways designed to create conduits of economic mobility and independence. What innovative approaches can we take to build business and generate income through traditional and non-traditional methods?

**CONTRIBUTING FACTORS**

As our nation rebounds from the economics of recession, how can we overcome barriers to economic self-sufficiency and contribute to a strong Middle Class?

**REGISTER TODAY**

**WWW.OICSFLORG**

**SEMINOLE HARD ROCK HOTEL & CASINO - HOLLYWOOD, FL**

1 SEMINOLE WAY, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33014

**PRESENTING & TITLE SPONSORS**

**Hard Rock Hotel & Casino**

**FTX**

**SCAN ME**
The Middle Class Summit features a who’s who of esteemed executives. Our respected local and national leaders will work collaboratively with summit attendees to build, elevate, and sustain today’s Middle Class. Join us.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.
Chairman Marcellus W. Osceola Jr. is the elected chairman of the Seminole Tribe of Florida, one of the most successful Native American tribes in the United States. The Seminole Tribe of Florida has more than 4,300 enrolled members, and is headquartered in Hollywood, Florida with reservations in many parts of the state.

Osceola was elected Chairman of the Seminole Tribe in 2016 and re-elected to a full four-year term in May of 2019. He is the seventh elected Chairman since the Tribe adopted its constitution in 1957. As Chairman, Marcellus Osceola heads an elected five-person Tribal Council which oversees all government and gaming operations of the Seminole Tribe of Florida.
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

**Panel Topics**

**Panel 1: Equity in Health, Education and Funders: Service Delivery**

The global pandemic has further exacerbated disparities in Health, Education, and Pathways to Economic Mobility for many individuals and families from lower socioeconomic communities. How do we uplift our communities going forward? Join us.

**Panel 2: Pathways to Economic Mobility: Innovative Trends, Observations, and Strategies**

Social innovation and entrepreneurship through impactful community opportunities provide innovative support to individuals through case management and cultivating resiliency.

**Panel 3: Youth Pathways to Economic Self-Sufficiency through Education, Post-Secondary Options, and Entrepreneurship**

Pathways to economic independence through education, training, workforce opportunities, and entrepreneurship. Keeping our youth on the Path to Success through positive Youth Development and Resiliency Measures.

**REGISTER TODAY**

www.oicsfl.org

**DAY ONE**

Wednesday, August 17th from 8am-1pm

Lynn Goldman
Business & Community Relations Coordinator
Broward Technical College

Dr. Melanie Geddes
President/CEO
LifeNet4Families

Kathleen Cannon
President/CEO
United Way of Broward

**PANELISTS**

Byna Elliott
Global Head of Advancing Black Pathways
JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Janelle Williams
Senior Advisor-Community Economic Development
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

Earl Buford
President
CAEL - The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning

Shannon Atwell
Director
Youth & Family Services
OIC of South Florida

Sheri Brown Grosvenor
Vice President
Community Foundation of Broward

Loreen Chant
President/CEO
Health Foundation of South Florida

Judith Fletcher
Grants Manager
The Coca-Cola Foundation

Juliette Fabien
Chief Programs Officer
Children’s Trust

Sandra Lulache
Sr. Vice President
Fort Lauderdale Market Bank of America

Kathleen Cannon
President/CEO
United Way of Broward

Felipe Pinzon
President/CEO
Hispanic Unity of Florida

Loreen Chant
President/CEO
Health Foundation of South Florida

Kerry-Ann Meyers
President/CEO
YWCA South Florida

Paulette Fox
Executive Director
OIC of New Britain

**REGISTER TODAY & FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA**

SCAN ME
Byna Elliott is devoted to caring for communities. Her decades-long career in banking centers around reinvesting to improve the economic plight of the vulnerable. As the Head of Advancing Black Pathways for JPMorgan Chase, Elliott’s mission is to strengthen the economic foundation of the Black community and bring shrinkage to the racial wealth divide.

By focusing on targeted investments and programs under the firm’s diversity and inclusion framework, Elliott leads the Advancing Black Pathways global efforts surrounding Careers & Skills, Financial Health & Wealth Creation, Business Growth & Entrepreneurship and Community Development.

Prior to JPMC, Elliott was the chief architect behind the success of Fifth Third Bank’s landmark five-year $32 billion investment in underserved communities nationwide from 2015 – 2020. As Chief Enterprise Responsibility Officer at Fifth Third, Elliott oversaw the firm’s corporate social responsibility functions which included environmental sustainability, philanthropic giving, ethical business practices and economic responsibility.

A native Detroiter, Elliott openly shares of growing up poor while being raised by her single mother and grandmother. Despite their lack of strong sense of community and concern for others. This foundational lesson and example stuck. Today Elliott intentionally continues her grandmother’s legacy both professionally and personally. Her hard work is heart-work. She has brought hope and real impact to hurting communities in measurable ways for more than two decades.

Elliott and husband Tony reside in Michigan with their two children.

OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

**MODERATOR & PANELISTS**

**MODERATOR**
Janelle Williams
Senior Advisor
Community Economic Development
The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

Sheri Brown Grosvenor
Vice President
Community Foundation of Broward

Loreen Chant
President/CEO
Health Foundation of South Florida

Judith Fletcher
Grants Manager
De Luca Foundation

Juliette Fabien
Chief Programs Officer
Children’s Trust

Sandra Juliachs
Sr. Vice President
Fort Lauderdale Market
Bank of America

Kathleen Cannon
President/CEO
United Way of Broward

The Global Pandemic has further exacerbated disparities in Health, Education and Pathways to Economic Mobility for many individuals and families from lower socioeconomic communities. How do we uplift our communities going forward?

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.

**REGISTER TODAY**
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**EQUITY IN HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND FUNDERS: SERVICE DELIVERY**

**DAY ONE**
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17TH

**REGISTER TODAY**
& FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

MEDIUM & PANELISTS

MODERATOR: Earl Buford
President
CAEL - The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning

Dr. Kareen Torres
Vice President
Workforce Education & Innovation Broward College

Gespie M. Metellus
Executive Director
Sant La Haitian Neighborhood Center

Lynn Goldman
Business & Community Relations Coordinator
Broward Technical College

Felipe Pinzon
President/CEO
Hispanic Unity of Florida

Dr. Melanie Geddes
President/CEO
LifeNet4Families

Antonio Delgado
Vice President
Innovation & Technology
Miami-Dade College

Social innovation and entrepreneurship through impactful community opportunities. Providing innovative support to individuals through case management and cultivating resiliency.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.

REGISTER TODAY
WWW.OICSFL.ORG

REGISTER TODAY & FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

SCAN ME
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

MODERATOR & PANELISTS

MODERATOR: Shannon Atwell
Director
Youth & Family Services
OIC of South Florida

Nivic Herard
YLC Alum
OIC of South Florida

Christina Duncan
YLC Alum
OIC of South Florida

Leriana Stoner
YLC President
OIC of South Florida

Nathan Burrell
CEO/President
Honey Project

Kerry-Ann Reyes
President/CEO
YWCA South Florida

Paulette Fox
Executive Director
OIC of New Britain

Pathways to economic independence through education, training and workforce opportunities. Keeping our Youth on the Path to Success through positive Youth Development and Resiliency Measures.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

KEYNOTE

MODERATORS

PANELISTS

Panel 1: Taking Care of Business
The pandemic further illuminated a shift in the traditional workforce such as remote work. With emerging trends in technology, what considerations and concessions should businesses reflect on to attract and retain talent, and fill vacancies?

Panel 2: Criminal Justice Reform Panel
Florida has the 3rd largest State Prison System in the Country with almost 90,000 individuals incarcerated and 30,000 being released every year, according to the Florida Justice Institute. Many of these returning citizens are between the ages of 35-49 who have served average sentences of 20 years. What strategies can we coordinate with local law enforcement to address criminal justice reform and help transition our returning citizens into productive members of society?

Panel 3: Entrepreneurship
*Strategy for Generational Wealth*
In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic shut down the world’s economy with thousands of industries closing their doors to business and shifting to a remote work environment. Fast forward to late 2021 and the Great Resignation where over 2 million individuals willingly terminated their jobs. With the rise of remote work and the gig economy, what new industry pathways are being shaped creating pathways of economic mobility and independence?

Panel 4: The Sequence: Education to Employment
How is our current K-12 education system preparing our youth for future employment and careers? As post-secondary education and training opportunities continue to expand, we will explore steps & strategies to promote attainment of industry recognized credentials and advancement along meaningful career pathways that meet both the skill needs of employers, and lead to family sustaining jobs or entrepreneurship?

Panel 5: Contributing Factors
K-12, Housing, Healthcare, Transportation, Cultural/Faith
In light of racial equity issues and the COVID-19 pandemic, communities and families on the edge of poverty have further fallen behind. Factors that contribute to a strong and stable working class include childcare assistance, stable housing, transportation, and community engagement. With our country digging its way out of an economic recession, how can we overcome barriers to economic self-sufficiency and contribute to a strong Middle Class?
In 2021, Michael Udine was sworn in as the Mayor of Broward County in addition to his duties as commissioner representing the Northwest Broward cities of Coral Springs, North Lauderdale, Parkland, Sunrise and Tamarac.

Michael Udine was elected to serve as the Broward County Commissioner for District 3 in November 2016 and was re-elected in 2020. From 2003-2016, he proudly served the City of Parkland, first as a City Commissioner and then Mayor. As Mayor, he is focused on expanding opportunities for small businesses, attracting new industries to our community, and public safety to build a bright future for all residents of Broward County. In addition, Michael has been a partner for the past 25 years at the law firm of Udine & Udine, which maintains its office in District 3 in Northwest Broward. The firm focuses on real estate, insurance subrogation and banking law.

Michael and his wife Stacey reside in Parkland, Florida. They have three children who all attended local public schools in District 3. His two sons, David and Matt, and daughter Lexi have all attended the University of Florida. Michael has dedicated himself to his family, professional, and elected life within his community.
Daniella Levine Cava was elected Miami-Dade County’s first-ever woman Mayor in November 2020. She enters the Mayor’s office following a 40-year career as a relentless advocate for South Florida families in public service and elected leadership.

As Miami-Dade County’s Mayor, she oversees a metropolitan government with more than 28,000 employees serving nearly 3 million residents, managing an annual budget of approximately $9 billion.

Mayor Levine Cava’s administration is focused on building a stronger, more inclusive, more resilient Miami-Dade: prioritizing reforms to make our county safer and prevent gun violence through the Peace and Prosperity Plan; restoring and reinvigorating a thriving economy that delivers economic security for Miami-Dade businesses and families and attracts new industries; saving Biscayne Bay and building and protecting our environment; and directly engaging with residents to make local government more responsive, transparent, and accountable.

Learn more about the Mayor’s key priorities and progress.
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

**KEYNOTE SPEAKER**

Lenita Jacobs-Simmons is currently the Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Employment and Training Administration (ETA) at the Department of Labor. Lenita has over 30 years of experience in workforce development programs. Currently, she is responsible for several major agency programs including Apprenticeship and Job Corps and oversees the operations of ETA’s six regional offices. Lenita is a graduate of Temple University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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**WWW.OICSFL.ORG**

**REGISTER TODAY & FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA**
The pandemic further illuminated a shift in the traditional workforce such as remote work. With emerging trends in technology, what considerations and concessions should businesses reflect on to attract and retain talent, and fill vacancies? Join us.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.
Florida has the 3rd largest State Prison System in the Country with almost 90,000 individuals incarcerated and 30,000 being released every year, according to the Florida Justice Institute. Many of these returning citizens are between the ages of 35-49 who have served average sentences of 20 years. What strategies can we coordinate with local law enforcement to address criminal justice reform and help transition our returning citizens into productive members of society? Join us.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address Criminal Justice Reform and help our returning citizens reintegrate into society and become productive members of the community.
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DAY TWO
THURSDAY, AUGUST 18TH

THE SEQUENCE: EDUCATION TO EMPLOYMENT

How is our current K-12 education system preparing our youth for future employment and careers? As post-secondary education and training opportunities continue to expand, we will explore steps & strategies to promote attainment of industry recognized credentials and advancement along meaningful career pathways that meet both the skill needs of employers, and lead to family sustaining jobs or entrepreneurship. Join us.

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

MODERATOR & PANELISTS

MODERATOR:
Renata Adjibodou
Acting Regional Administrator
U.S. Department of Labor

Rick Beasley
Executive Director
CareerSource South Florida

Dr. Vickie L. Cartwright
Superintendent
Broward County Public Schools

Dr. Gregory Haile
President
Broward College

Michelle Ramsey Dennard
President/CEO
CareerSource Florida

Dr. Jaffus Hardrick
President, Florida Memorial University

Carol Hylton
President/CEO
CareerSource Broward

OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.
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In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic shut down the world’s economy with thousands of industries closing their doors to business and shifting to a remote work environment. Fast forward to late 2021 and the Great Resignation where over 2 million individuals willingly terminated their jobs. With the rise of remote work and the gig economy, what new industry pathways are being shaped creating pathways of economic mobility and independence?

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.
In light of racial equity issues and the COVID-19 pandemic, communities and families on the edge of poverty have further fallen behind. Factors that contribute to a strong and stable working class include childcare assistance, stable housing, transportation, and community engagement. With our country digging its way out of an economic recession, how can we overcome barriers to economic self-sufficiency and contribute to a strong Middle Class?

Our Middle Class Summit is an opportunity for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class such as rising housing, childcare, and healthcare costs.

Our intent is to engage and elevate the focus of Policymakers, Business and Community Leaders around effective strategies, policies and efforts to address our community needs.
OIC of South Florida’s 2022 Middle Class Summit is a two-day conference for Workforce and Economic Development Professionals, Policy Makers, and all Community Stakeholders to develop actionable solutions that address the many challenges facing the Middle Class and those seeking to enter the Middle Class.

OIC of South Florida extends a deep and sincere thank you to the Middle Class Summit Host Committee. Each member of the committee worked tirelessly to provide invaluable insights, network connections, and well-considered direction enhancing every aspect of the Summit. OIC of South Florida could not have elevated the Middle Class Summit experience without the brilliance, service, and passion of each member.

The Host Committee is a remarkable representation of excellence in ideation and actualization. This is how organizations like OIC of South Florida are supported in our work to develop individuals, undergird communities, and innovate positive change. The actionable solutions, best practices, and leadership that will develop as a result of the Middle Class Summit will determine the health, strength, and prosperity of our South Florida communities and beyond, today and in the future.
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